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In the late days, liberal lifestyle problems, hedonian, mushrooms are. The impact of mass media, globalisation, and rapid free society of values is also forbidden, free association is a common problem. In Islam this is certainly a very immoral thing and is a serious sin. How to end sin and how to, as such, how to repent,
including the attitude of the law of course, it is not easy, done alone consciously. There are ways that you should practice her sins and do it constantly. If you want to forgive by Allah, you'll be forgiven by God, who has genuine repentance and his view is to avoid any motivation. One of them is not to open the front car of
the non-mohram in Islam, including to know the meaning of the nassain in Islam, to be able to protect against the immoral acts and the slander. In this way, we will always protect ourselves from free association. It is the benefit of believing in Allaah. From the free association, it is not uncommon for people, especially
young, to get stuck in an out-of-marriage pregnancy. At a young age, teenagers, students, students, or even married but need a child who is not from an official relationship. With this, many cases of abortion occur. The jinn slay in the belly of innocent mothers should be killed at the end, when they are future humans who
aim for human life in Islam, the nature of human creation in Islam, through the process of human creation. In this case, a major problem that needs to be researched is about abortion. What is abortion and how Does Islam look at abortion? The definition of abortoonaborsion, or abortosis in Latin, is preventing pregnancy
before the age of 20 weeks of pregnancy as a result of Brannan's death. There are also different conditions of abortion in medical science to isolate the causes and procedures of abortion. Unusual abortion is a pregnancy that has died of accidental trauma or natural causes or has certainly suffered naturally
mascariagnouk abortion or purchased abortion. Another term is abortion treatment that is performed as it can threaten the mother's spiritual or physical life. This is usually caused by the victims of the nerve-sin. The performance of the yoga is performed because the genital ion is a disorder that can be harmful if it
continues. A legal abortion is allowed for logical and ethical reasons, as long as it is applicable to the law. It needs legal protection to implement it, as well as the parties known as the authorized parties. Abortion or abortion is closely related to the process of killing a person's soul. In this case it is important that we know
how to keep The Killing of the Human Soul. And Allah forbids man to kill the spirits except for the right reasons (Qs Al-Isra: 33) God forbids man to kill the forbidden spirits by God. In normal circumstances, murder is a bad thing and a grave sin because it has deprived others of the right to live, worship and do good deeds
in this world. Yet in the creation of man in the earth is one which will serve Allah a purpose. The reality of creation of man is to gather good deeds for the Hereafter . In other contexts, killing can also be done in the context of the war, maintaining self-security, and fighting crime. So there is an unjust step in the general
killing and cannot be independent. The accountability is very heavy because it is a threat to a person's life. Killing a man is like killing a man who killed a man, that's if he's completely killed man. And whoever preserves the salvation of a man ' s life , it is as if they have saved the lives of all mankind . QS. Allah Ma'ad: 32)
Killing a man certainly does not affect just one person. One person can be banned by the circumstances and others because of the situation. For example, with your wife and children, with family, with work and with other things. Killing a person definitely affects the crowd, because man has a function with one another.
Savings lives apply to this. Saving lives means keeping someone in work, providing opportunities to improve, and doing good work. It is forbidden to kill children for fear of poverty, and do not kill their children for fear of being insowe. We provide for them and for thee . Surely killing them is a grave sin . QS: Isra (31) Islam
prohibits killing children for fear of poverty or insecurity. Many parents find out when they are pregnant and children will have their doubts and kill the jinn in their bodies. In this verse it is forbidden by Allaah . Certainly the child is a family asset especially he was designed to achieve functions and goals. Parents are
working to train it with an education in accordwith with the purpose of Islamic education. And he is the wise (and wise) of Hell, and god's wrath to kill deliberately, and If a person kills a believer deliberately, he will be rewarded with hell and he will remain in it. For. Satan always seduces man and does not have the chance
to return to worship Allaah until he is finished in the face of the earth. In view of all the problems, the moral safeguards of abortion in Islam are always based on universal laws, science and the present-day law and the pillars of Islam and members of faith, which are the basis of the foundation. Therefore, Islamic law
always tries to look into this issue and not partly. The result is beneficial for both individual and social aspects. Allah has forbidden man to kill spirits which Allah has forbidden , contrary to the actions of religion . Especially as abortions are not as legitimate as it is deliberately: killing a child for fear of poverty, the result of
the illegal free association, or the unpreparedness of the mother or father facing the child in their family. These things are not true . In other ways, Islam still considers the issue of abortion when it comes to safety, the safety of Brannan, the health of his parents, and indeed things that are considered scientificoror or
medical aspects. If the legal status of abortion is allowed, the effect is very negative. Many people will be allowed to kill and kill the child. In fact, Jinn is a candidate after the Caliphate per ard. And if it has a legal status, it will become more common, on a larger scale. It's not real, must be hard to consider and really
understood the whole aspect. Starting from the mother, the genetics, future effects, short-term effects, and various other aspects of health. The BincangSyariah.Com word abortion means that abortion comes from the English word for pregnancy or abortion. In Arabic, this term is known as Ajhad. According to the term,
abortion can be produced naturally in the absence of the will to weaken the outcome of this concept, the result of the concept is the production of the child's intellectual lysa before the result. In Islam, the only one that has been born in the world is the same as a human being's, in fact, the genus will also grow and be
created as a human in general. In this way, the saqat can be called by killing a man and it is forbidden that the Qur'an is mentioned in the Surah: 33 The fact that God did not kill him, but that is true. : ا�ک �ن  �ریر�  وبا  رپ  روط  �ک  ستروبا  وک  داوم  �ک  تروع  یرسود  یسک  �ن  سج  صخش  کیا  ںیم ،  �نامز  �ک  ملسو  �یلع  �للا  یلص  یبن 
نم ه نيترما  نا  لاق : ةريره  يبا  نع  a ایگ رگ  ںیم  محر  �و  �کات  اید  کنیھپ  وک  �رسود  �ن  کیا  �س  ںیم  نا  ںی� ،  نیتاوخ  ود  �س  لاازدو�  ینب  �ک   �� �ی  تقیقح  ررخخلا  امهادحإ  تمر  لي  . So the Messenger of Allaah decided that he should pay as much as a male slave or a slave woman. (HR Bukhari Muslim) But please note that not all
abortions are prohibited in Islam. The distribution of abortion is divided into two types. (Read: Can you stop pregnancy because you are pregnant from marriage?) First, abnormal abortion or accidental abortion. Unusual abortions are common due to spehelas disease, severe heat fever, kidney disease, septicaea,
accidents, and so on. A name that means that abortion is forgiven, because such abortion sis is not in the legal consequences, an abnormal abortion by a single person. (Study: Can abortion marry at the end of pregnancy?) Read more: What is the minimum age limit for pregnancy according to Islam? Second, deliberate
abortion (Abotos Provocatos). There are two types of abortion, i.e. first, the ertofakalas trapecos is performed by an abortion based on medical indications by a doctor, which is why the continuation of the pregnancy is maintained if it is threatened. The scholars are the two or imams of the 'Ilawaji' about this type of
abortion which is called for an emergency abortion or an abortion. Second, Provocatos Performed Without A Medical Indication to End The Kramanalas Abortion, i.e. Abortion Marriage Outside Sex Or An Unwanted Pregnancy. The scholars have a ruling on this type of abortion, which means there is no ruling on it. In the
case of the ertopacalas tarapakus abortion, abortion is usually performed to save the mother's life. This type of abortion is permissible because the mother's life should be given the importance that the mother is a family partner and that it is a responsibility for both God and fellow humans. As a jinn, before he was born
Life, he doesn't have some rights and responsibilities. ءاتفالاراد مولعلاراد  رپ  روط  �ک  ٰیوتف  �ک  سا   al اهقفلا قفتا  : �� لیذ  �جردنم  لسنوک  ٰیوتف  یک  رصم  �ییارشام ،  a هنا إ نلع  a لب ام aا  همم  ننب  يف  نينجلا  رمع  a موي نيرشعو  aة  اهجإلا مرحيو  نينجلا  زاقسإ  زوجي  هنإف ال  هيف  حورلا  خفن  ةدم  يهو  عزق aا  a ةلاحلا هيه  يف  نینج , aا  حور  یک  ناسنا  ںا�ج 
�� ایگ  اید  اڑا  �س  فرط  یک  �تشرف  ںیم   , it is not the absolute ability to eliminate the jinn in absolute conditions. This is classified as the killing of the human spirit that God foregorized, and the killing of him is classified as an illegal murder. Walraj h'mtaar al-
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aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa The law is emergency, unless the spirit is thrown into the
jinn before or after. For example, a reliable doctor that a genetic presence in the mother's stomach would pose a risk to her mother's life and health. The lein can be legal in these cases, as it protects the mother's life and health and is a mother's teaching on the life of the uncertain jinn. This fatwa shows that abortion as
the above cases are allowed with the record that this treatment is the last resort and the only one that can be taken to save one of the two lives is being threatened. If there is another method that can save both, then it should be taken and fully worked. In the case of Abutos Provocotos-Kramanalas, abortion is usually
carried out because it is performed by several factors. For example, economic development is born because of concerns about poverty, if it is like this, this is the punishment for ordering god's command in the Qur'an: 31 The government has not taken any chances to kill its children for fear of poverty and poverty. Which
will give reki to them and also for you. Indeed , the one who kills them is a great sin . In addition to economic factors, this type of abortion is usually performed because being a mother is not able to get social restrictions from society because of biological relationships outside marriage. It is also forbidden because it
contains the consequences of the haraam which are forbidden from religion. Wallahu A'lam Bus Saahab Saahab
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